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Abst ract - -Among the six classes of Zeeman's classification for three-dimensional Lotka-Volterra 
competitive systems with limit cycles, besides the heteroclinic ycle case (Case 27), we construct in 
three cases without heteroclinic cycle (Cases 26, 28, 29) two limit cycles. Our construction gives a 
partial answer to Hot-bauer and So's problem to these systems. @ 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All 
rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that a two-dimensional Lotka-Volterra system cannot admit isolated periodic 
orbit [1]; that is, if the system has periodic orbits, then these orbits are nonisolated (or Hamilto- 
Alan). For dimension greater than or equal to three, Coste et al. [2] and Hofoauer [3], by using 
the Hopf bifurcation theorem, proved the existence of an isolated periodic orbit (limit cycle). 
Hirseh's theorem [4] ensures that there is an invariant manifold (called the carrying simplex) 
for a three-dimensional Lotka-Volterra competitive system which is homeomorphic to the two- 
dimensional simplex and which attracts all orbits except he origin. By Hirsch's theorem, Zeeman 
uses geometric analysis of the surfaces ~i = 0 of a system to define a combinatorial equivalence 
relation by inequalities on the parameters. A classification of 33 stable equivalence classes for 
three-dimensional Lotka-Volterra competit ive systems is given in [5]. It is shown that in 27 of 
these classes, all the compact limit sets are fixed points [5,6], so the dynamical behaviors for the 
systems have been fully described. The Hopf bifurcation theorem is applied to show that the 
remaining Classes 26-31 can possess isolated periodic orbits or limit cycles. The question of how 
many limit cycles can appear in Zeeman's ix Classes 26-31 is open. 
Recently, two limit cycles for Class 27 were constructed by Hofl)auer and So [71 and Xiao and 
Li [8] based on Hirsch's monotone flow theorem, the center manifold theorem, and the Hopf 
bifurcation theorem. In their cases, the local stable positive equil ibrium is surrounded by two 
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l imit cycles, in which one is from the Hopf bifurcation theorem and the other is guaranteed by 
the Poincard-Bendixson theorem. In [7], Hofbauer and So propose a question to determine which 
other classes (26,28-31) in Zeeman's cl~sif ication (.'an have two or more limit cycles. 
In this paper, we consider Hofl)auer and So's problem for Classes 26, 28, and 29 in Zeeman's 
classification and construct wo linfit cycles in each of these three systems. And we also construct 
a system with two limit cycles which belongs to Class 27; both the limit cycles are from Hopf 
bifurcation. At the same time, we get a noncompetit ive three-dimensional Lotka-Volterra system 
with two limit cycles. 
2. BLOCK-DIAGONAL FORM 
Consider the following three-dimensional Lotka-Volterra competit ive system: 
3 
3:1 = Xl ~~.a l j ( ; L ' j  -- 1), (1) 
j=l  
3 
2'2 = x2 ~ a2 j (x j  - 1), (2) 
j= l  
3 
~g3 = X3 ~ a3j(J2j -- 1), (3) 
3=1 
where ai j  < 0 and 1 = (1, 1, 1) is the unique 
can be written as the vector form 
positive equilibrium of system (1) (3). This system 
i" = d iag(x )A(x  - 1), (4) 
where x = (X l ,X2 ,x3) ,  A = (aij)3×3 , x - 1 = (x l  - 1,x2 - 1,x 3 - 1). 
Since we are concerned with the stabil ity and bifurcation of the equil ibrium (1, 1, 1), it is 
sensible to transform it to the origin. By the transformation 2 = x - 1, system (4) becomes 
.~ = diag(1 + x)Ax ,  (5) 
and the Jacobian matr ix at the equilibrium (1, 1, 1) is simply A. Here we used xi instead of 2~ 
for i = 1,2,3. 
Consider the aacobian of system (5), 
A : a22 (6) 
\a31 a32 a33/  
To prove the existence of limit cycles in the system, we choose A such that the origin has a Hopf 
bifurcation. Now, suppose A has one negative real eigenvalue A and a pair of purely imaginary 
eigenvMues ~ i  (w ~ 0). 
Denote 
(a l l - -A  a12 a13 ) /b l lb i2b13)  
B = A-A I  : a21 a22-A  a23 = [b21  b22 b23 . (7) 
a31 a32 a33 -- /~ \ b31 b32 b33 
Then 
A = a l l  + a22 + a33, Aw 2 = det A, 
~2 = a l la22  nt - a22a33 @ a33a l l  -- a12a21 -- a23a32 -- (£31a13. 
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The algebraic subdeterminants of B take the forms 
I b22 b23 a22 -- A a23 
~11 = b32 b33 = a32 b33 - )~ 
= (an  + a33)(au + a22) - a23a32 = a~l + w 2 + al2a21 + a13a31, 
bu b13 =a~ 2+co2+a12a21+a23a32,  
B22 = b31 b33 
bu b12 =a~3+w 2+a23a32+alaa31.  
B33 = b21 b22 
Since Bu  + B22 + B33 = w 2 + (an  + a22 + a33) 2 ~ 0, we can suppose, without loss of generality, 
that  B l l  ~; 0. Let 7 = (71,72,73) be the left eigenvector of A corresponding to the eigenvalue A; 
that is, 
-yA = A~. (8) 
Now consider the last two equations in (8), 
71b12 + ")'2522 + "Y3b32 = 0, (9) 
~1b13 d- "y2b23 -[- 2/3533 = 0. (10) 
b~ b32 = Bu;  then 72 = b12 b32 = B l l  and 73 = bl2 bl~ = B31.  Let 71 = ! b23 b33 - -  b13 b33 b13 b23 
Let ct = (0 ,1 ,0 ) (A -  AI) = (b21,b22, b23) and fl = (0,0, 1 ) (A -  AI) = (b31,b32,b3a). Then we 
get the transformation matr ix T1, 
[ b21 b22 b23 
= | bal b32 b33 ) . 
\B l l  B21 B31 
By using the matr ix T1, A can be transformed to the block-diagonal form 
Take 
T1AT~-l  = 1 c22 0 A " 
0 
(11) 
(12) 
T2 = ( IO (C- AI)-IC1 I I  (13) 
and let T = TIT1. Then one may check easily that 
• 0)  14, TAT-1  = A " 
From the above discussion, we get the following lemma. 
LEMMA. S~lppose a 3 x 3 matr ix  A has one real eigenvalue A and a pair of purely imaginary 
eigenvalues +col (co ¢ 0). Then  there exists a matr ix  T = TIT1 as above such that  
TAT  - l=  1c21 c22 • (15) 
0 
Here. the submatr ix (on c12) has a pair of purely imaginary eigenvalues ±col (ca # 0). That  
• C21 C22 
is, e l l  + c22 = 0 and Clle22 - c l l c l l  > O. 
Note that each element of the transformation matrix T is a rational function of ai j ,  the elements 
of matr ix A. 
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3. THE SYSTEM ON THE CENTER MANIFOLD 
In Section 2, we get a matrix T which transforms A to be a block-diagonal one. Using the 
transformation y = Tx, we get a new system fi-om system (5), 
/) = T*  diag (T - ly  + 1) AT- ly  = C 9 + T*  diag (T - ly )  AT- ly ,  (1G) 
where y = (Yl, Y2, Y3), 1 = (1, 1, 1), C = TAT -1 is a block-diagonal matrix. 
From the center manifold theorem [9], we can suppose that the transformed system (16) with 
linear part Cy has an approximation to the center manifold taking the form 
Y3 = h(y l ,  Y2) = f2(Yl, Y2) q- f3(Yl, Y2) -k f4(Yl, Y2) -k h.o.t, (17) 
i i--j " where fi = ~ j=0 ci3 * Yl * y~ and h.o.t denotes the terms with orders greater than or equal to 
live. 
Subst itut ing Y3 = h(yl, Y2) into both sides of the third equation for ~), we have 
and also 
Oh Oh 
~J3 : ~Jl * ~ -~ ~]2 * Oy2 ' (18) 
'.~3 = subs (Ya = h(y,, Y2), (Cy + T * diag (T - ly )  AT- ly )  [3]). (19) 
Comparing the coefficients of the former two equations, we can get the parameters cij of fi. 
Theoretically, we can get an arbitrary-order approximation to the center manifold. 
Subst itut ing Y3 = h(yl, Y2) into the equations of/)1 and/)2, we obtain a two-dimensional system 
with center focus type. We will consider the stabil ity and Hopf bifurcation of the equilit)rium on 
the approximate center manifold. 
4. FOCAL VALUES ON THE CENTER MANIFOLD 
A classic way to deal with the limit cycles of a two-dimensional center focus system is to 
construct its Liapunov function and calculate its focal wtlues; see [10]. Under the computer 
algebraic system Maple, we have written a program packa~ge to calculate the focal values. A 
similar program appeared in [11]. 
Suppose the two-dimensional system takes the form 
oo 
Yl ~- Cyl q- ay2 + E q)k(Y l ,Y2) ,  
k=2 
oo 
.02 = by1 - cy2 + ~ ~P~(Yl, Y2), 
k=2 
(20) 
where - c  9 -ab  > O, q)k(#1, Y2), qzk(#1, #2) are homogeneous polynomials of degree k. 
V~e take a Liapunov function 
± F(yl ,  Y2) = -by21 + 2cyly2 + ay 2 + Fk(yl, Y2), 
k=3 
where Fk, k k- i  i = }-~i=o aiYl Y2. The coefficients of Fk should satisfy 
d__~_ (20) = LV1y4 + LV2y~ +. . .  + T V~,ny22n+2 Q_.. . .  
(21) 
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By comparing the above formulas with the expression for dF 7/- obtained irectly from (20),(21), 
i.e., 
dF 
= -2by i  + 2cy2 + cyl + + +k 
d-~ 
k=3 =~1/  k=2 / 
+ 2ay2 + 2cyl + -~Y2/ bye - cy2 + ~-'~ ~k 
k=3 k=2 / 
oo 
= E [(2cy2 - 2byl)C2k + (2ay2 + 2cyl)ffJk] 
k=2 
+ ~ (by, - ~)  o,-gj~ + (~ + CYl) 0-~Ta~ j 
k=3 
+ 
t a -T j  ' k>2,m>3 
one can establish a system of linear equations with aj and LVi as unknowns. This linear system 
can be solved symbolically, so the explicit expressions for L~ can be obtained. For completeness, 
we include the details as follows. 
If n is odd, we have 
- [ (by1 - OFn OFn ] 
k 
,~-1 r ark OFk] 
= [(2cy2 - 2byl)~2n-1 + (2ay2 + 2cyl)~n-1] + Z I~n-k - l~  -~- (I)n-k-i ~- ' ,  | - 
k=3 k ~ 
t l ,y  I .l 
If n is even, we get 
, OF,~ , OFn 1 
LV(n/2-1)yr2  - (by1 - cy2) -~y 2 -~ (ay2 J r -Cyl J -~yl ]  
n--1 [ cgfk O&:l 
= [(2cy2 - 2by i )~_~ + (2ay2 + 2cy~)%_1] + ~ |%-k-~-~---  + m,~-k - i - -  • 
k=a L oy2 c9yl ] 
It is easy to find that the right-hand side depends only on F3 , / '4 , . . . ,  F~- , ,  so we can calcu- 
v-.n b .n -k  k late Fn in order. Denoting the right-hand side of the former equation by A,~ = 2-.k=o k.g, Y2, 
we have the following. 
When n is odd, i.e., n = 2m + 1, then 
n n 
n-k  k n--k k 
- [c (n  - 2k)ak + (k + 1)bak+, + a(n -  k + 1)ak-l lYi Y2 = ZbkY l  Y2. 
k=O k=O 
Comparing both sides of the above equality, we have 
c(n -- 2k)ak + (k + 1)bak+l + a(n -- k + 1)ak-1 = -b~., k = 0, 1 , . . . ,  n. (22) 
Here a-1  = an+l  =. O. 
The coefficient-matrix of the linear system is 
cn b 0 .. 
an c(n - 2) 25 
0 a (n -1)  c(n -4)  
An = 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
2a -c (n  - 2) bn 
0 a -cn  
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Its determinant is
det(A2,~+l) = [(2rn + 1)!!] 2 ( - c  2 - ab) m+l . 
Therefore, when n is odd, these linear equations are solvable and F,~ can he determined. 
When 'n is even, the equation takes the form 
n-k  k n -k  k '~ - - = bk~ll Y2. LV(,~/2-1)Y2 E[c (n  2k)ak + (k + 1)bak+, + a(n - k + 1)ak-~]y, Y2 
k=0 k=0 
Similarly, we get 
c(n - 2k )ak  + (k + 1)bak+l + a(n - -  k + 1)ak-1 = -bk,  
-LV(n/2_I) + [c(-,z)a,~ + (n + 1)ban+l + aan-1] = -bn. 
k=O,  1 , . . . ,n -  1, 
Here a_ l  = an+l = O. 
The coefficient-matrix of the linear system is 
cn b 0 • • • 0 0 0 0 
an c (n -  2) 2b . . .  0 0 0 0 
0 a (n -1)  c (n -4)  . . .  0 0 0 0 
o o o . . . .  ~(~ - 4) b(~ - 1) o o 
0 0 O . . .  2a -c (n  - 2) b~ 0 
0 0 0 • • • 0 a -c~z -1  
The rank of An is n + 1, and the system of linear equations has n + 2 unknowns. So these 
linear equations have solutions dependent on one parameter ai. To simplify the calculation, we 
can assume a~ = 0 to obtain the coefficients of F~ and LV(~/,2_I). The computed F(yi ,  y2) is 
called the Liapunov function, and LVk is called the k TM Liapunov constant (focal value). 
According to the Liapunov theorem and Hopf bifurcation theory, these focal values determine 
how many limit cycles can be constructed by perturbing the parameters of the system. 
5. CONSTRUCTION OF  L IM IT  CYCLES 
In Sections 2-4, we give three main steps in order to construct multiple limit cycles for three- 
dimensional Lotka-Volterra systems. 
First,  we transform the original system such that the linear part has block-diagonal form. 
Then, we compute the approximate center manifold up to the 2kth-order terms. On the center 
manifold, the three-dimensional system is reduced to be a two-dimensional one with center-focus 
type. Finally, applying the Poincar&Liapunov method, the Liapunov function and focal values 
(up to k th order) can be computed. 
The characteristic set method and Grobner basis method can be used to simplify the con> 
puted focal values LV1, LV2, . . . ,  LVn (here the simplicity is measured by the number of terms 
of polynomials). To construct he small amplitude limit cycles, one needs to get the reduction 
of focal values which shall be of so-called triangular form in unknowns (the coefficients of the 
system) and the corresponding principal unknown in each polynomial is expressed explicit ly by 
other unknowns. In the l iterature, there seems to be no research for the case that each principal 
unknown cannot be solved as a function of other unknowns. In [12], we propose an algorithm 
(rnrealroot algorithm) for isolating the real roots of a system of multivariable polynomials with 
constant coefficients. It is shown there that by using the mrealroot algorithm, n small ampl itude 
limit cycles can be constructed provided the focal values rational functions (~z rational functions 
with n - 1 unknowns) have a feasible real root. 
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Solving the computed LV1, LV2 , . . . ,  LVn by mrealroot, we can know how many ampl itude limit 
cycles (at least) can surround the interior positive equilibrium of system (3). 
The remaining work is to check to which class in Zeeman's classification the constructed system 
belongs. 
Using Zeeman's notation, we have Ri j  ~- sgn(ai j )  and Qkk = sgn(~kk), with oQj = biaji/a~i - 
bj = (AR i ) j  - bj and ~3kk = (AQk)k - bk, which are the algebraic invariants of A. Here R~: is the 
equil ibrium on the xi-axis, and Qk is the positive equilibrium on the plane of xk = 0. 
If R12 = R23 ~--- R31, R21 -- R13 = R32 , and RijRji <~ O, then the system owns a heteroclinic 
cycle which is a repellor (or attractor) if p = -(a12a23~31 + c~21a13c~32) > 0 (or < 0). This is 
Case 27 in Zeeman's classification. 
Hofbauer and So [7] and Xiao and Li [8] show that for Case 27, the local stable positive 
equil ibrium is surrounded by two limit cycles; one is from the Hopf bifurcation theorem and the 
other is guaranteed by the Poincar~-Bendixson theorem. In the next section, we will show that 
Classes 26, 28, 29 in Zeeman's classification can also possess two limit cycles. Both are perturbed 
from the focal values. A system of Case 27 and a noncompetit ive system can also have two small 
ampl i tude limit cycles. 
6. EXAMPLES 
Consider the following system: 
= diag(1 + x)Ax .  (23) 
Here, A = (aij)3×3 is the interaction matrix. 
The necessary and sufficient conditions are that A has a negative real eigenvalue and a pair of 
purely imaginary eigenvalues are 
det(A) = (An  + A22 + A33) tr(A) < 0. 
Here, tr(A) = al l  +a22+a33 , Al l  = a22a33--a23a32 , A22 = al la33-a13a31, A33 = a11a22-a12a21. 
EXAMPLE 1. CLASS 26 IN ZEEMAN'S CLASSIFICATION. Consider system (23) with the following 
A = 
coefficient matrix: 
1 -1  
10 
-1  -13  
To satisfy the necessary eigenvalues condition det(A) = (An + A22 + A33) tr(A), we need iz = 
Y l )  10 7 2 10 x 1 
Y2 = -1  -13  3 x2 , 
13 Y3 3 13A 15 
" io  15 -- 13A 2 
the system is changed to be a new one with linear part as follows: 
0 --1 10 0 Yl 
linear part = -3  0 Y2 • 
0 0 - Y3 
To compute the focal values up to order 2, we need to calculate the approximate manifold 
y3 ~- h(y l ,y2)  up to degree 4. h is a polynomial of yl ,y2 with 12 terms whose coefficients are 
rational functions of A. ~Ve give it in our Appendix. 
-3 /2  - (1/10)A. 
By the transformation y = Tx ,  
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Subst i tut ing this computed Y3 = h(yl,Y2) into the right sides of Y'I and Y2, we get a two- 
d imensional  system. Using our Maple program Liapc, we get the first two focal values 
fJ(A) 
LV1 = f (~)  - f2 (A) '  
LV,2= g(A) - g2(~)' 
where 
f l (~)  = 8635A 4 + 203199~3 + 1475700~2 + 3429100A + 3570000, 
f2(~) =18 (27A 3 - 12150~ 2 + 1592100A - 48373000), 
9~(A) = - (1307582324430297228650000A s - 1860209677025044500500000A 4 
+ 15498748111275A u - 1906755015359490586500A 7 
+ 52628179047955019125000~ 6 + 12505762191273552~ m 
+ 1542030585567248835A 9 - 79527766251731115150k s 
- 211605751807240530335000000~ 3 - 1573583670064526954650000000~ 2 
- 3651082062729585116000000000~ - 3726673741181194500000000000), 
g2(~) = 6480 (469420195471823700000000~ 2 + 426693978900A s + 531441A ~° 
+ 29013981197940000~ 6 - 3781963741136400000~ a 
+ 312395385720402000000~ 4 - 15875302834691280000000~ a 
- 724728060~ 9 - 7191364191449958000000000A 
- 141607217736000A r + 41880397114313290000000000). 
Using the mrealroot algorithm in [12], we have written a Maple program to deal with the ~ca l  
values. In fact, mrealroot depends on the Maple command realwot which can isolate the real 
root intervals of a polynomial  with one unknown. So we separate the ~ca l  values into numerator  
and denominator  parts. In this problem, we run the mrealrvot command with parameters as 
mrealroot ([f l (A)] ,  [A], 1T20, If2 (A), 
and we get the output  
gl (A), g2 (h), det (A), A, p ] ) ,  
[[ 77 60 150635s30s382,5  5532103132716736764291 
73786976294838206464 ' - ~ J ' [ - '  + '  + '  - '  - '  " 
This shows that  there is one real root of numer(LV1) (unknown is A) in the interval 
776605156635836838215 1553210313271673676429] 
73786976294838206464 ' ~ J 
(with length 1/102°) making denom(LV1) < 0, numer(LV2) > 0, denom(LVe) > 0, det(A) < 0, 
k<0,  p<0.  
,~ < 0, # < 0 means that  A is a competit ive system, det(A) < 0 shows that  A satisfies the 
condit ion of existing imaginary eigenvalues. And in this case, the real root makes LV2 > O. 
To bifurcate two l imit cycles, first perturb A so that  LV1 LV2 < 0 and adjust p so that  p = 
-3 /2  - (1/10)X which keeps the l inear part of the system to be center-focus form. A l imit cycle 
bifurcates. For the second l imit cycle, perturb/1, such that the real part of a pair of conjugate 
complex roots is of a opposite sign to LV1. 
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Since 
Qu = 1, Q33 = -1 ,  R12 = -1 ,  R13 = -1 ,  
R2j = -1 ,  R23 = 1, R31 = 1, R32 = 1, 
the system belongs to Class 26 in Zeeman's  classification. This shows that  Class 26 can have at 
least two l imit cycles. 
EXAMPLE 2. CLASS 27 IN ZEEMAN'S CLASSIFICATION. Consider system (23) with the following 
coefficient matr ix:  
-2  -5  A 
13 
A= 2 p 
10 
- I  -13  -5  
To satisfy the necessary eigenvalues condit ian, we need # = -31 /16  - (9/64)A. 
By the t ransformat ion y = Tx,  
13 85 239 
7 A 
92 = --1 --13 4 x2 , 
Y3 239 3107A-- 20- -  13A 425 1105 A x3 
48 960 48 192 
the system is changed to be a new one with linear part  as follows: 
l inear part  = 
770 6205 o)( )  
239 11472 960 Yl 
2147 770 0 Y2 • 
239 239 Y3 
0 0 -9  
Just  as in Example  1, we can get the first two focal values 
fl(A) 
LVI= f(A) - f2(A)' 
gl(~) LV2= g(A) - g2(£) '  
where 
f l  (A) = 239 (102741853263731A 4 + 1100842192693112A 3 + 3388169661006400A 2 
+ 5152944429520000A + 4818162372000000), 
f2(A) = 18438436 (9896830523A 3 - 733204407540A 2 
+ 15672284998800A - 74241385624000) , 
and gl(A) is a polynomial  of 14 terms with degree 13 and g2(A) is a polynomial  of 13 terms with 
degree 12. 
Runn ing mrealroot, 
( 1 ) 
mrealroot  [fl (A)], [A], 1-~6, [f2(A), ga (A), g2(A), act(A) ,  A, lz] , 
we  get 
[[ 501822010581998678817 10030440211039973576331 
73786976294838206464 ' ~ J ' [ - '  - '  + '  - '  - '  " 
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It shows that this is a competitive system which satisfies the conditions of eigenvahles. And the 
real root of L½ makes LV, e < 0. 
Since 
R12 = 1, R23 = 1, R31 = 1, R13 = -1 ,  R21 = -1 ,  R32 = -1 ,  
sign(R/0) = _ sign(Rod , 
and 
p = --(Ct120~230:31 n t- C~21Ct130~32 ) > 0, 
this system with two small amplitude limit cycles belongs to Class 27 in Zeeman's classification. 
Since the second focal value is negative, so the outer limit cycle is stable. Furthermore, p is 
positive ensures that the heteroclinic ycle is repellor. 
EXAMPLE 3. CLASS 28  IN ZEEMAN'S  CLASSIF ICAT ION.  Consider system (23) with the following 
coefficient matrix: 
A = --5 
-13  -5 /  
To satist}" the necessary eigenvalues condition, we need lz = -25 /3  - (655/156)A. By the trans- 
formation y = Tx, 
:C I 
,Y2 = - -13  X2 , 
3 676 1703 655 A 130 125~l  x3 
\ST  +133 ~--2 -+ 12 -5 -+% -- / 
the system is changed to be a new one with linear part as follows: 
linear part = 
265 125 
7-g 3~- + ~ 0 
1373 265 
0 
156 78 
51 
0 0 
5 
Y2 
Y3 
The first two focal values are 
f l (~)  
LV1 = .f(A) - f2(A) '  
LYe= 9(~) - g l (A)  92(A) '  
where 
fl(A) = -1584375(42099950553195A 4 + 268638577735158A 3 
+ 61201144t664232A 2 + 568408802499200A + 164575552960000), 
f2(A) = 1885t29(34325A + 166439)(1178205625A  
+ 32317399400A + 221611211536), 
and g l (A) is  a polynomial of 14 terms with degree 13 and g2(A)is a polynomial of 13 terms with 
degree 12. 
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Running mrealroot, 
mrealroot ( [ f l  (/k)], [)q, ~ ,  [f2(A), gl ()~), g2(/k), det(A), A, p] )  , 
we get 
[[ J ,] 38250497813415806753 76500995626831613505 [+, +, +, __ • "73786976294838206464' 147573952589676412928 ' - ' - '  
It shows that this is a competit ive system which satisfies the conditions of eigenvalues. And the 
real root of LV1 makes LV2 > O. 
Since 
Q22 = 1, R12 = 1, -/~13 = 1, R21 = -1 ,  R23 = 1, R31 = 1, /~32 : -1 ,  
the system belongs to Class 28 in Zeeman's classification. This shows that Class 28 can have at 
least two limit cycles. 
EXAMPLE 4. CLASS 29 IN ZEEMAN'S CLASSIFICATION. Consider system (23) with the following 
coefficient matrix: 
-2  -5  
1 
A . . . .  1 
5 
-1  -13  i) 
To satisfy the necessary eigenvMues condition, we need # = -123/83  - (48/415)A. 
transformation y = Tx, 
_! 7 123 48 A 
Y2 = -1  -13  3 
624A 15-13A 533A 
83 415 83 83 
(Xl) 
322 , 
X3 
the system is changed to a new one with linear part as follows: 
35 2501 48 A 
3984 
linear part = 209 35 
48 48 
0 0 
0) 
0 8 : :  
By the 
The first two focal values are 
f l (~)  
LV1 =f (A)  : f2(A)' 
gl(~) 
LV2= g(A) - g2(A)' 
where 
f l(A) = 32(45188253660A 4 + 812197624573A  + 4480491509275A2 
+ 8465838654675A + 8054023625625), 
f2(A) = 43681(9129329A 3 - 2432813295A 2 + 188457154875A - 3357518352125), 
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and gr(X) is a polynomial of 14 terms with degree 13 and gz(X) is a polynomial of 13 terms with 
degree 12. 
Running mrealroot ,
we get 
I 
1345369684757248565641 168171210594656070705 _ 
147573952589676412928 ‘- 18446744073709551616 
] +,+,+>-,-.-I] 
This is a competitive system satisfying the conditions of eigenvalues. And the real root of LVr 
makes L& > 0. 
Since 
Q33 = -1, RI2 = -1, RI3 = -1, Rzl = -1, R23 = 1, Rsl = 1, Ra2 = -1, 
the system belongs to Class 29 in Zeeman’s classification. This shows that. Class 29 can have at 
least two limit cycles. 
EXAMPLE 5. NONCOMPETITIVE SYSTEM. Consider system (23) with the following coefficient 
matrix: 
To satisfy the necessary eigenvalues condition, we need p = -111/83 - (20/83)X. By t,he trans- 
formation y = TX, 
linear part = 
I- 20 63177 0 20 - 1660 851 -- 0 -G3 20 3x 83 -8 0
The first two focal values are 
LVl = f(A) = $# 
2 
111 20x 
83 83 
3 
555 -- 
83 
the system is changed to a new one with linear part as follows: 
where 
fr(x) = 200 (108918071X4 + 1116868080X3 + 3050023746X2 
+ 4081605392X + 4414011015) , 
f2(X) = 31329 (5545233X3 - 332432019X2 + 5706542835X - 20851706225) , 
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and gl()`) is a polynomial of 14 terms with degree 13 and g2(X) is a polynomial of 13 terms with 
degree 12. 
Running rnrealroot, 
we get 
mrealroot ( [ f1(£)] , )`  1 [ ]' 1 - -~'  [f2(A), gl(A), g2(A), det(A),  )`, #])  
73786976294838206464 ' ~ J ' [ - '  +'  +'  
# > 0 shows that this is a noncompetit ive system which satisfies the conditions of eigenvalues. 
And the real root of LV1 makes LV2 > O. 
This shows that a noncompetit ive system can have two limit cycles. 
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In Sections 2-5, we give an algorithm to construct multiple limit cycles for three-dimensional 
Lotka-Volterra systems. Using our Maple program 3DLVL, we can get the result for each example 
in Section 6 in an average time of 200 seconds. 
The remaining problems are whether the Classes 30 and 31 in Zeeman's classification can have 
two limit cycles, and also whether a three-dimensional competit ive Lotka-Volterra system can 
have three limit cycles. 
To construct hree small amplitude limit cycles for a three-dimensional Lotka-Volterra system, 
at least three parameters should be used in A. The first three focal values need to be calculated 
and the center manifold needs to be computed approximately to the sixth order. In fact, we 
find it is very difficult in calculating the third focal value of such a system o11 its approximate 
manifold. In this ease, the two-dimensional system is too complex to calculate the focal values. 
It seems that it is out of the capabil ity of the computer at this time. To construct such a system 
with three limit cycles, we still need to use Poincar6-Bendixson theory. 
If we can construct a Lotka-Volterra competit ive system with a repellent (or attractive) het- 
eroclinic, and with two limit cycles by Hopf bifurcation and the first bifurcated (outer) one is 
unstable (or stable), then by the Poincar6-Bendixson theory, we can get the third limit cycle. We 
will leave this as a future research problem. 
APPENDIX  
The approximate center manifold of Example 1 takes the form 
numer 
cmfl .-- denom' 
with 
denom := 128 (9A 2 - 3660A + 372100) (177147A 9 + 3554884384956000000)` 3 - 170126730)` s 
+ 66527665200)` 7 - 13588131348000)` 6 + 1552278979620000)` 5 
- 99838477265400000)` 4 - 65454235764840000000), 2 
+ 519848024549100000000)` - 1125514569049000000000) , 
numer := c2oY~ + c21yly2 + c22Y22 + c30y 3 2 + c31YlY2 + c32ylY~ + c33Y~ + c40Y~ 
3 C 2 2 3 4 
+ c41YlY2 d- 42YlY2 +c43YlY2 +c44Y2.  
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Here ,  
c2o = -24318740160511 + 559807457256000059 - 33037236417254400005s  
+ 67548658664977920000057 - 6096224534651222400000056 + 84631427040051°  
- 914533176840776688000000000005 + 2744972228906610096000000000052 
- 203069368746190915200000000053 + 196693797105325152000000055 
+ 1837780071875049600000000054 + 72060637393143360000000000000,  
c21 = 23949367926796800000057 - 1039885911593839232000000000005 
+ 2711674016789170240000000000052 - 70641268602427276800000000053 
- 13407643419426120960000000054 - 8540150515315200059 - 3684657600005 u 
+ 91146859077830400005 s + 732596419472438016000000055 
+ 2955995249472005 l° - 11753056872254246400000056 
+ 85192795072632000000000000000,  
c22 = 1268239347642767040000000515 - 6156385600914680640000000054 
- 280824179815877776000000000005 - 10825809653332800059 
+ 18888459050880051°  + 220104228960511 + 24020212464381120000000000000 
+ 214149783410841600005 s - 810624672512 - 180691264933381440000057 
+ 23809284714823364800000000053 ÷ 4524385058627097600000056 
+ 610146350688611136000000000052,  
c3o = -6894212719680051°  + 538571302344000059 + 54717449694494400005 s 
+ 1608287515869470592000000000005 - 152549132225929920000000000000 
+ 636192053139076848000000055 - 1938233594211300624000000000052 
- 475898892330652219200000000053 - 10030802733176500800000056 
+ 4530155494339971360000000054 - 41879049127152480000057,  
c31 = 2089383717394914336000000055 - 267857568894077760000000000000 
- 2065979467976486880000000000052 + 2699531120610019280000000000005 
+ 4601156850745344000000056 - 378291513600511 + 196490578813056000005 s 
- 717110976312011520000057 + 23401457745652800059 
- 778772791094400510 - 26452239598459232640000000054 
- 1021692696129616678400000000053,  
c32 = -666729751535393168000000000053 + 53710015718974262400000056 
- 474416301718469296000000000052 - 13210467882480005 lo 
- 42984123811205 n + 100306320924240000059 
- 850868172618796800005 s - 853298647614236160000057 
- 41013584350827434240000000054 + 1507029654948008672000000000005 
+ 939761161782048000000000055 - 156623125944717120000000000000,  
c33 = 179811304679756160000057 - 136538412364509683200000000053 
- 30474257578602240000000000000 + 279447581272128464000000000005 
+ 13439487933072005 i° - 11951026183927872000058 + 58943458874145600059 
- 2581989696512 + 20417362977659184000000056 
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- -  878877473232052800000000~ 5 + 428234888928235680000000000A 2
-- 135983977067030067200000000A 4 -- 7742180154240A 11, 
c40 = - -258615563818646392897500000000A 2 + 19875048015175683750000A 6
- -  764982333893562743100000000000A + 1253531802321833625000000000000 
+ 156874665850930550325000000A 4 - -  17498472813919438794000000000~ 3 
+ 26206162776025448400000000A 5 - -  193265813195127000~ 9
- 28967353658100A 1° - 62870310485869252500A s
- 7590343096344110400000A 7, 
c41 : 96385020894838743840000000A 5 - 1076630243638116850600000000A 4 
- 1639330388716482010400000000000A + 2911182713480939160000000000000 
+ 2053007790766633458000000A 6 - 2992601213864568000A 9
- 2250567716997600A lo - 67243039515444435536000000000A 3 
- 686998815303569326740000000000A 2 - 29544492730261363200000A 7
- 675407837675748060000A s ,  
c42 = 13945299058743049350000A 7 + 2534901351342110010000000000000 
- 667396827013964070675000000000A 2 - 1308326293906176037200000000000A 
+ 70738833258938548245000000A 5 - 4566600298260A u 
- 16129939175816530500A 9 + 5527370323916545297500000A 6 
- 22472345287267200A 1° - 1809142038220695525000A s 
- 85377011169014898365500000000A 3 - 3244431287983745903950000000A 4, 
c43 = 980831616537014280000000000000 + 3778238550886270606000000A 6
- 31898973197520A 11 - 85198672735243200A 1° 
- 1155915635556742020000A s - 282695153426252735740000000000A 2 
- 460297963748623977600000000000A - 44706961076358040526000000000A 3 
- 2624538937655659875800000000A 4 ÷ 84338104937067319800000A 7
- 29274456587316930000A 9 - 13782792088847501340000000A 5, 
c44 = -8348845390012440192500000000A 3 - 657606381228259157050000000A 4 
+ 36742926046656849150000~ 7 + 142292076316170945000000000000 
+ 22077533907~ 12 - 14574218957742613500A 9
+ 598677242014798403000000~ 6 - 95136093342090A u 
- 44227095092459665287500000000A 2 - 60135160470135277300000000000A 
- 86181251546185425A 1° + 164971655486702985000A s 
- 16448171612725451035000000A 5, 
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